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The 1979 Annual Report of the N.I. Health and
Social Services has just recently been published
dramatic headlines in the Belfast Telegraph, a few
‘sensational’ figures, and then forgotten. Media
coverage. But what is actually going on? The state
of our health, our bodies, remains undiscussed, a
mystery , beyond our understanding.
• ••

Our health—our ability to enjoy ourselves mentally and
physically— has become an industry, with profits and
factories, institutions bureaucrats and statistics.... and
somewhere mixed up in it all are the doctors who dispense,
prescribe, and push the little pills and potions which
supposedly cure our ills. Last year there were 12% million
prescriptions in N.I.... 8 for every person. A small decrease
in the previous year, but overall,quacks have been pushing
more and more drugs at an ever-increasing rate throughout
the 70's. One in every 5 drugs prescribed in N.I. is "a prep
aration for the nervous system''.... in other words, 20% of
the concoctions from our local health industry are chemical
potions, designed —NOT TO IMPROVE OUR BODIES—but to subdue our minds in order to continue our lives of
distress. Truely, doped to cope. We are doped with nearly
800000 tranquiliser prescriptions in 1979 (no decrease here)
and nearly 450,000 'hypnotic' prescriptions (which includes
barbiturates).
So what?
r

I
I

I

Hypnotics are manufactured for 'rapid sedation'...to put
us to sleep. They are similar to alcohol in many waysaddictive, tolerance developes all too easily, unpleasant
withdrawal symtoms, suicidal feelings etc. etc.. In short, a
a•
very unpleasant, anti-social pill to knock our bodies
and
•io
minds out, so that the causes of our nervous state are never
• *. well for the health industry....
tackled. But 'barbs' work too
you cannot work, live, stay awake, drive, exist. Hence the
recent medical moves to curb their expansion and shift
towards tranquilisers—- the infamous valium, librium and
friends which have more to do with share-prices and advertising than our well-being. Over % million prescribed doses
in N.I. last year —the majority for women diagnosed as
being in states of 'anxiety', 'depression', or 'tension'.
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of whom, the lawyer, had to be corrected
•I*
on a point
of law by members of NIAC)

We were appalled at the knowledge of one
of the speakers who after 38 years at the
City and Mater hospitals informed us that
the risk of death to a woman was greater
if she had an abortion than going to full
term birth-statistics show quite the
contrary, abortion
•I»
when performed early
in pregnancy (as most are) is safer than
having tonsills removed. She also felt that
with such marvelous technological
achievements being made in the field of
medicine no woman however serious and
debilitating her illness should have an
abortion, she could be kept alive until the
birth, and the quality of her life afterwards
was not looked into very closely by the
speaker, nor was the current cuts in the
National Health Service. The point
•It
is that
it is marvelous that such technology is
available to help those women who want to
have children - it is giving them more of a
choice but LIFE are intent upon denying
women the choice not to go through that
experience and the problems that they
would face in bringing up a child.
After the lectures, the audience were
“allowed” to ask questions. It was at this
time that the meeting began to heat up.
LIFE made it clear that they opposed
abortion in all cases. For them the right of the
child outweighed that of the mother. In the
case of rape for example LIFE thought the
woman should have to carry the child to full
term birth, then they said that most women
would “learn to love” the child, and not
visit the “sins of the father” on the child. If
of course that didn’t happen
then LIFE
would offer an adoption service. This was
also their position on children found to have
gross deformities and disabilities-though
they forgot to add that these children would
find it almost impossible in our society to be
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Interesting fibres
also cqnip'fjp^^tyaboht the legal
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• ••
Itje country-side, ....many more women than men...and
'•am as m the 'north', nothing is being done abo^
et.
•••

adopted and would be condemned to life 111
an institution.

What had LIFE done on the question of
poverty
and the single parent- well that
•I*
wasn’t their province they said but Mrs.
Scarisbrick added that £30.00 per week was
“quite adequate” to fulfill the needs of a
mother and child. She of course would know
her husband being a Professor at Warwick
University. This was also the woman who
opposed the building of a nursery beside her
home, presumably it might have brought the
property values down!! In actual fact a
single woman and child would receive
around £21.00 if she were a householder, and
her rent would be paid for her in full if
it was within a prescribed amount.... Mrs
Scarisbrick was misleading the audience
who balked slightly at the prospect of
living on £30.00 per week.

The audience was also misled as to the
sort of accomodation that LIFE offered
to women. Accomodation is for the
duration of pregnancy and in first few
weeks after birth. Their literature for
Northern Ireland states that they are
offering accomodation to unmarried
women: they are completely unable to
offer married women practical help,
believing as they do in the “sanctity of
the marriage bed”.
LIFE were incapable of answering
questions on sex education. LIFE
begins at conception and they ignore
what happened to get life there in the
first place and the methods of contra
ception that would help to prevent
unwanted pregnancies. Seeing as they do
give their horror slide shows in schools
(many teacher priests and nuns attended
the meeting) one would think that this
was a good
•I« opportunity to give young
people contraceptive advice. Obviously
they would lose most of their supporters,
them being against contraception as well!!

Wbflt M EE u iuftdamerrtaT y doing is
trying to restrict the right of women to
control their own bodies- what it wants
in England is the end of legal abortion
•It
and so a return to the backstreet and
consequently more deaths and ill health
to women as a result. In Northern Ireland
they are intent on seeing that the Abortion
Act of 1967 is not extended.

Despite wide advertising in the local press
and three TV and radio appearances LIFE
could only muster an audience of 20U
on Wednesday-but that shouldn’t make us
think that they are no threat. Those 200
represented some of the most powerful
people in society here-the Church, the
Law and the Medical Establishment. As
such they need careful watching and
opposition if abortion is ever to be
legalised here Women who believe that
we have the right to choose whether to
have an abortion
•It
should come forward. We
need a strong pro-choice campaign.

HAVE YOU
OR A FRIEND
EVER USED A
CONTRACEPTIVE
THAT DIDN'T
WORK?
Ir NJreland you would have- to continue the pregnancy, go to
En^and to ublan an abortion or nek a backstreet abortion
A Conference on Abortion has been organised for
8at 11th October 10:30 a/n
Me Mordw Hal
Queens Students Union

NIAC meets every Wednesday. Iktails
from the Womens Centre, telephone
43363.
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ROYAL
STASH

-------- ----------------------'It's the rich what gets the pleasure,
it's the poor what gets the blame'
ran the refrain of a 19th. century
music hall song. That piece of social
commentary is as relevant to-day as
it was when the lines were penned
during the reign of John Brown's
friend Queen Victoria. This 'them
and us' attitude is perhaps best ex
emplified by the establishments
treatment of their own when they
appear in court.
Lord Oaksey, chairman of Malmes
bury magistrates, former jockey,
and star presenter of ITV's racing
coverage,.... knew where his duty
lay when the Honorable Sarah Ponsonby appeared before him. She
was charged with the possession of
292 cannabis plants found qrowinq

LIFE
SENTENCES
FOR WOMEN?
On Wednesday 3rd September,
LIFE an anti-abortion organisation,
held its inaugral meeting in Belfast.
The organisation has just been
granted a room from the Belfast
Welfare Society in Bryson House to
run a counselling service. LIFE was
formed in 1970 in Britain, its main
aim being the repeal of the 1967
Abortion Act and opposition to
abortion “root and branch”. It has
a long history of using emotional
and horrifying tactics in its
campaign. For example in the
Midlands of EnglandNnembers of
LIFE handed wreaths to women
coming out of abortion clinics.
’J
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on her Wiltshire home. After plead
ing guilty, she was fined a desultory
£110 (less than 40p. per plant).,for
possessing resin, the plants, and
allowing her home to be used for
smoking same.
The leniency of the fines may have
less to do with Oaksey's view on
hash, than the fact that Princess
Margaret and her gardener friend
Roddy Llewellyn, were frequent
guests at the estate. Could Maggie
be the first royal 'dope fiend'? If the
fines were taken as a precedent they
might have signalled a long overdue
change in the sprrit, if not the letter
of the law as applied to cannabis
offences. Unfortunately this is not
so....take a recent bust in the less
rarefied atmosphere of Antrim.....
The drug squad, armed with a warr
ant and house-breaking paraphenalia
stormed into the home of a 32-year
old aircraft engineer. They found
6 grammes of cannabis resin and a
set of scales. With no friends in
court, in any sense of the phrase, he
was duly convicted and received a
staggering £300 fine and a 3-month
recorded sentence. A sentence like
this, little short of the maximum
for possession, shows how local
magistrates are determined to defend
the lucrative trade of the socially
acceptable 'drug pushers'
the brewers and publicans.
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If you are in need of help in such matters,
and if you have no royal pedigree, contact
PUTTA CONTROL 0232-25426.
The make up of the organisation is almost
completely middle class, with a high
proportion
of clergymen and women, and
•It.
professionals in general. Professor McLaren
who has opposed abortion in Birmingham
and not kllowed them in his area is a
leading member.
The Northern Ireland Abortion Campaign
and friends formed a picket handing out
leaflets and information to the well heeled
Malone Roaders, before the meeting
started. We also attended the meeting and
but for the persistent questioning of the
speakers by NIAC, it would have been a
much more boring
and sanctimonious
•It
affair than it was. It was held in a Presbyt
erian meeting hall, the venue being
changed at the last minute after the refusal
of Queens University to allow them to use
Queens Elms. It was a good choice of
venue—the atmosphere toned in with the
surroundings and at times it seemed that
the assembled would burst into prayer and
a few hymns. We were firstly lectured by
Mrs.Scarisbrick, English chairperson of the
organisation and then by three upstanding
members of the Belfast community ( one
continued on back page
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A SLOW DEATH
Based on Margaretta D'Arcy's press confer
ence after her release.
Enter Dr. Spence, a round, red faced man,
his breathing heavy with the smell of drink.
'How are you this morning, ladies?’ he
chirps. There is no reply. And again, 'How
are you ladies?' The 2 women lying on their
beds in an empty cell, whose walls are cover
ed in their own excreta and menstrual
blood, don't respond. So he prods the'ladies'
and tries again.

»-

Dr. Cole has a prosperous practice in Armagh
town and regularly runs a surgery for the
same 'ladies'. When they ask for treatment
for heavy periods or cystitis, he gives them
tablets and never examines them. You see
its all in their minds. Women often exagger
ate their pains and these women are partic
ularly irrational. He tells them this.

Gone Fission
Conservatives in competition
Enclosing conservation
Reeling from their rod of iron
Their business is booming
Their sharks are basking
Lying money flapping on their banks
Whaling in their 'Sun'
News floats heavy water off our backs
Spun lies along the same old lines
We fall for their short-term prophets
Gold and silver lures of our long-term loss
Hooked on their headlines
Barbed wire and caught
Our air choked in their creeping weeds
Of nuclear power plants of tragic
mushrooms
'efore they drown us out
In their wave of popular feelings
We will not gasp our last
Until we air our viewsIf their will be
There will be nuclear
But no more families
When everyone's gone fission
Will any body
Any longer be?

Mane Me Gennaghan has black blood com
ing out of her back passage. She was in
prison before and developed a lump on her
breast. On this occasion she has discovered
another one on her other breast. The doctors
have not examined her for either illness.
Dolores Price, whose sister was freed because
of her severe illness and is now still in hosp
ital, is herself like an old woman. Her young
•X
body
has caved in, her face sunken, her
limbs are like sticks. Like many of the wo
The Peace People recently pablished a
men she shuffles rather than walks. She is so
booklet called 'Rights and ResponsiLilitiesweak she can’t attend mass.
A young person's guide to the Law and
Pauline Me Laughlin became so dehydrated
Emergency Legislation in Northern Ireland’
from anorexia nervosa that her heart collap
by T. Foley and P. Graham.
sed and was rushed to the City Hospital.
When I first saw the booklet I thought
Here 8 pints of fluid were pumped into her
'Great! Its aLout time someone did some
body. Within 24 hours she was back in
thing to let us know our rights'. On reading
prison and now regularly ‘receives’ 8 pints
it I just felt angry. Fair enough it does let
of fluid. This stops her from dying.
you know what the police and army can
Mary Doyle is surrounded not only by her
and cannot do (they can do whatever the
‘'natural’ waste but has constant attacks of
fuck they like). Unfortunately the authors
vomiting and diorrhea.
have a naive faith in the forces of law and
The building is old, so even when the cells
(dis)order. This is shown in their treatment
are steam-hosed, the cracks in the walls and
of the Diplock Courts. They say, 'The
floors are still dirty. The variety of insects
I Judges also have a more difficult job to do,
reemerge from the skirting boards. There is
there are no juries permitted in many kinds
no ventilation. The windows are boarded
up- of case ... and the judge is left to unravel
•It
and the doors only opened ajar by screws,
the questions of the law (his normal job)
never wide. The smell is too
•!• unpleasant,
and to make sense of the questions of fact
you see. The little air there is seems to be
(normally the job of the jury)4.
absorbed by the excrement. In a 24 hour
What I'd like to know is how the absence
period there is only enough energy for I %
of
a
jury
makes
the
judge's
jot
harder
when
hours. Ever talking is exhausting.
I
the evidence in 80% of the cases is based on
There is not enough protein in the food to
I
'confessions' and if the judge is a bit pissed
give energy, only enough to survive. If a
I
off he can always find the suspect guilty
meal is missed there is hardly enough energy I
(or just for the fun of it). The authors say
reserves to keep going. The talk and dayI
that they are trying to make young people
dreams are about food. All the time.Though I
there is quantity there is no substance ana
I think about the law but they don't seem to
have thought about it much themselves.
5 minutes later the hunger pains start. They I
stay most of the day.
I The booklet ends with a quotation from
the Declaration of the Peace People. 'We
The guardians of this institution take home
I
£280 per week. There are male criminals
I want for our children, as we want for our
from Crumlin Rd. and male officers constI selves, our lives at home, at work and at
antJy on the wing. All the screws are loyal- I play, to l)e lives of joy and peace*.
1st in persuasion and their job is to guard
I Hallelujah, Praise God and pass round the
the republican protestors. There is 23 hours I collection tray! But how are we going to
tension of petty and degrading confrontatI achieve this?!
ion.
I Certainly not by tolerating the repressive
Most of these young women depend on the
I legal system operating in Northern Ireland
•!•
and hoping that things will get better
letters from and visits with their families.
I today
They live on the hope and security of their
I if we stick our heads in the sand and wait
families support.
Consequently the censors
I a few years.
•It.
periodically stop letters going to or arriving
I We must abolish the control of politicians.
from this source. About one third of all
I Losses and priests and take matters into
letters never reach their destination. The
I our own hands because only when we
distress is only another weapon of the
I control our own lives can we be certain of
Northern Ireland Office.
1 living, 'lives of joy and peace'.

and the
Peace People
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If you happen to pick up a copy of the
'Sunday News' (Sept 14th),turn to page
nine
fw/r and
duu happen
riappen across
across an
an article
article entitled
entitled ?
"The Women who invite Rape", and read r through it, you're entitled to do what
your immediate reaction tells you to do.
After all, due to the fire at the premise's 5? , .
earlier this year, theres only a fraction of
the building left to go.
The article as a whole, written by an
anonymous reporter by the name of Joan X 2
Boyd, with the aid of an RUC chief Insp- _ S'
ector Jean Gallagher sets out to trivia Use,
27^ j
condone, render irrelevant rape — blaming J
women for inviting it by walking in the
streets, or going to the pubs on their own Cser *
—socially unacceptable, how much safer
they'd be locked up in a kitchen under the^.
careful guidance of their husbands, who
can legally (almost) beat them up at the
first sign of dissent, rebellion against his
authority as the owner (under law, a
women is considered the mans property
—if a women is raped, the husband may
sue the rapist for damages against his
'property'), failure to comply with his
desires, legalised rape marriage etc.
Official figures quoted say that the in
cidence of rape in N. Ireland has risen by
23% to 58 — "insignificant", according to
the police — of course they don't take into account that 90% plus of all rapes are ®
unrecorded, as most women are too terrified to report it to the police - to be put
through the horrible experience of being
treated like a piece of shit -laughed at,
"sure your'e not making it up, love"
(Rape - every womens fantasy) -ha ha ,
degraded by police doctors, the final piec*
of advice being " Don't go out at night"
The RUC spokeswoman, and they made
a great deal of it being a woman, makes (£
some startling revelations—
■
//
Its very difficult to give women advice *
on what to do in the event of an attack - —
its' not the case of women being jumped
on at night, that kind of thing just doesn't
happen " and
"....many more girls pretend that they
were raped because they do not have an
8 co I
excuse for being out late and are frighten
ed that their parents will be angry'-its
not even laughable....
Its no use just to criticize Joan Boyd
as an individual as shes just another paid
hack,pandering to the wishes of the feat
ures editors and ultimately the owner,
Colonel Richardson.
The article, in the most subtle of ways
tries to equate the a!ledgedly "Io w" (on
paper) of rapes with the rise of the paramilataries - leading the reader to believe
that, as well as dismissing the problem of
rape, the people concerned are getting
their kicks another way —what conclusion
Joes that lead to?
Like the rest, this is just another piece
of shit smeared onto a piece of papei,
< Z P
by another bought and paid hack to be
accepted by some and unnoticed by
others--------- who are they kidding?
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CARNSORE
POINT
ARMAGH
PICKET
On Saturday 30th Sept Women
Against Imperialism staged a picket
outside Armagh Jail to highlight the
conditions of the protestors inside
and also the ill health of Pauline Me
Laughlin, who is being refused any
medical treatment because of her
previous involvement with the prot
est.

Surprisingly there was a low turnout but
that did not take away from the spirit of
the picket as a whole.
A member of WAI outlined in brief a hist
ory of the protest for political status and
the special case of Pauline Me Laughlin.
After this there were only two more short
speechs — by Kevin Agnew, who was part
of a contingent from South Derry, and by
another WAI member. Then the picketers
turned to chanting and singing which they
hoped would be a great boost to the mor
ale of the women inside.
During the picket the.RUC spotted some
one taking photos of them. They did not
try to approach this person there and then,
but waited until he had got on the bus and
was about a mile outside Armagh. They
demanded the photos under threat of arrest
for so called 'collecting of information of
use to terrorists' and also threatened to
take everyone out onto the road and search
them. So eventually the photos were hand
ed over and the bus returned safely to
Belfast.
One should note that information can be
just as easily got from the press, TV etc, ie.
photos of RUC members and other likely
targets. So what the authorities were really
afraid of was the photos being presented in
a certain way to discredit the RUC.

The 3rd Anti-Nuclear demonstration at
Carnsore Point was quite unlike last years
festivals in that it had a lot more 'political'
ntent to it rather than the passive con
sumption of last year. As a demonstration
it was a 'testing' of the anti-nuclear move
ment on questions like, support for it,
solidarity within it, and new ideas coming
from it.
SUPPORT
Firstly attendence was down on last year, a
lot of people didn't come because there
was not a festival, some because they
thought that the nuclear debate had been
ended/delayed by the lack of 'public' deter
mination by the government to steam roll
ahead.
A lot of people attended because they
knew Carnsore is still very much a threat,
because Uranium prospecting is taking
place all over the sountry. North and South
at the expense of the EEC who are desper
ate to get 'their own' reserves, and because
of the noxious industries springing up,
where multi-national >!•
corporations are com
ing in to exploit the workers and if that is
not bad enough to leave them decaying
cripples along with the rest of the people
who live in the immediate area of the
factories.
SOLIDARITY
The Anti-Uranium groups have placed
themselves outside the Anti-Nuclear Move
ment in that they see the campaign as beinc
solely one of No Uranium Mining without
Carnsore was productive for those who did
get involved— the knowledge that we can
achieve anything if we put our minds to
it, that people with no apparent skills can
build a large village with toilets, water,
food,
•!•
it
•!• etc...Maybe more importantly
gives people time to get to know each
other, to know who you can trust —which
in the event of direct action against the
nuclear station at Carnsore is all too im
portant.
PUBLICLY widening the issues to nuclear
power, waste, bombs etc.

This article is written by 2 visiting friends, one of whom was
in Poland during the recent general strikes in the Gdansk
region.
4
It is difficult to convey the complexities of the whole situat
ion in such a short space, but we have some impressions and
thoughts to share.
Poland has been dominated by Russian influence for decades
with a totalitarian Party-State which controls all economic,
political, and social life. In the last 10 years, as a reaction to
a low standard of living and lack of freedom, there has erupt
ed class confrontations and strikes. This summer, what start
ed as a protest against meat prices, blossomed into a widespread strike movement for working class control over the
economy and more freedom generally.
Impressions
I arrived at the Lenin Shiipyards the day the Premier came for
w(
were in permanent
the negotiations. The 16 ,000 workers
occupation and the situation was really lively. Here was the
government forced to come too Gdansk to talk to the strike
comittee delegation of around 400 workers from all the main
loud-
factories in the region, the whole thing relayed over loud
speakers to the 2 or 3 thousand outside
Litside the factory. The
hatred for the party was clear. Everything the Premier said
was jeered at. The people were quite cynical to promises of
reforms that he was offering, confident that their strength
and unity would force him to concede their demands.
In drawing up their list of demands, the strike committee
included demands for more than just themselves as industrial
workers. As a result, intellectuals and students came to offer
help and suppo rt, for example bringing a duplicator for the
ns. Private farmers brought their food
workers’ strike bulletins.
to the shipyards rather Mian the state stores. People from all
over came to Gdansk to show their support and to get inform
atiqn, as there was no radio, press, or telephone communicat
ion.
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The Donegal Uranium Committee (being
the largest) does not wish to work with a
movement which appears to tell them how
to conduct the campaign — they are how
ever prepared to work WITH people, not
for them.
Those who have been campaigning on the
issue of noxious industries have tried to
encourage the involvement of anybody wh(
who is interested - however groups and
individuals within the movement have been
slow or against widening the issues outside
the nuclear cycle or else distrust working
with Revolutionary Struggle who are init
iating the campaign at present.
Splits and bad feelings do exist within the
groups, individuals and organisations invol
ved within the movement on.a whole range
of questions, on the campaign, strategy,etc
In short, the anti-nuclear movement is not a
movement in the sense of a coherent force.
NEW IDEAS
Because of this lack of support as well as
partial support
•It
for certain issues, new ideas
were not very forthcoming — if anything
the splits, distrusts became more rooted,
not exactly the mood for imagination and
power.
Carnsore's future as a demonstrationfestival/discussion weekend etc. must be serious
ly thought about before it takes place
again next year, if it does. Carnsore has
lacked discussions on what the problems
are in the locality and how best to get our
•It
message over or get the support
of local
people. If construction at Carnsore starts
it is imperative that local support is on our
side — and it will be too late if we wait
until the government decides'to make its
move.
Carnsore 80 also suffered from low involve
ment of those who attended. Of the 40
different workshops, exhibitions, slides,
film etc, few people actually participated
with most just 'being there'. Carnsore also
gives the impression that it had to take
place because it happened last year. The
weekend event was not necessarily the best
strategy available — it was the only ONE in
that the same energy/commitment would
not have been expelled on any other activ
ities.

Inside, the shipyards was a no-go area and we were very lucky
to get passes. The decision-making body was instinctively
intended to be a workers council of rotating delegates. How
ever, the structure and communications between workers and
their delegates often broke down, but no one seemed very
alarmed by this because there was a total trust of the strike
committee, as fellow workers, to speak for them.
The strongest attitude was of class unity against the Party, but
a deliberate vagueness as to what alternatives they wanted.
Because of their intense hatred of the Russian state and its
lies, they believed the more subtle propaganda of the West.
They were surprised when we told them how our government
and trade unions didn’t speak for the workers any more than
theirs.
As an ex-Catholic, I was dismayed at the strength of Cathol
icism. Everyone took part in daily mass. Such religious trad
itions, long suppressed by the State, won the support of the
majoriv
V of people in Poland, and was eagerly capitalised
upon by the Church.
Some Thoughts

Those involved in these struggles have won important victor
ies, and gained a lot of confidence and experience of self
organising. This is just the beginning, and some of the contra
dictions are now plain
who should run society? What is the
role of the Church? Is there any difference between Eastern
and Western capitalism? Could their workers councils have
seized control, if not for the threat of the Russian troops?
What would happen if there were similar general strikes at the
same time throughout the Eastern bloc .. . and the West?
Will people, especially youngsters, take this opportunity to
question and oppose their rigid family/sexual,'religious up
bringing4? Will we learn from their unity and determination,
and confront what oppresses us, which is a society increasing
ly totalitarian, crisis-ridden, and destructive?
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